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Maple Interactive Texts and Simulations for Infectious Disease
Modeling Projects 



     These Maple interactive texts and simulations were developed, during the
COVID-19 distance learning term, for a capstone mathematics project in which each
student team writes an Integrative STEM scientific paper on infectious disease
modeling. Starting with these Maple interactive texts and simulations for several
linear and nonlinear models, each paper must explain the mathematics for each type
of model, research current infectious diseases to model using actual data, choose
modeling technology, and conclude which type of model is best. In addition, each
student team must create a video presentation of their work for a virtual conference. 
     These Maple interactive texts and simulations include an introduction to
eigenvalues, eigenvectors, matrix inverses, matrix exponentials, systems of linear and
nonlinear differential equations, drug absorption models, SIR and SEIR infectious
disease models, the LambertW function, parameter estimation, goodness of fit, and
curve fitting. 
     A novel aspect of this work is that Maple components with startup code are used to
create fully interactive simulations for student exploration of all infectious disease
model features, and also combined with separate autoexecutable code for parameter
estimation in a given dataset, which can then be seamlessly used to create a new
model with the dataset superimposed on the display of this model. 
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2020 Infectious Disease Modeling Projects: COVID-19 Remote Research
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Added features here and plotted based on analysis below.
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